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As History 100 is presently presented
Jrese ted the studentsstudents
are left at a disadvantage The engineer is left out inin
the cold again hes got to try to grasp the whole basis
basisof Western civilization in just one
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E ropean civilization
trends in European
civilizationOne of the reasons why freshman history is nothnoth¬
ing more than piles of facts is that high school coursescourses
dont prepare people for the rigors of college historyhistory
We suspect also that part of the trouble is that historyhistory
courses in high schools are taught in the ninth or tenthtenth
grades and are themselves collections of meaninglesmeaningless
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The first moral to this story is that freshmanfreshman
history too be really meaningful
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only the what the where and the how many but alsoalso
thewhy This is the professors responsibility
responsibilityThe second is that the problem is our fault
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history with as high a grade as possible so we cancan
graduate and take our place in the suburbs along withwith
teeming millions of other happy Americans The higherhigher
our grades the better our jobs Theres not anythinganything
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